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Mill Hill 15th October 2006
by Chris Eley
This was the 10th Anniversary of the formation of The Sound of Fury and it
turned out to be a successful and reasonably sized gathering of the loyal members, and of some additional and new Billy fans. The event had an inauspicious
start when yours truly was displaying the expensive hand etched image of
Billy against the headstone to gauge the fans opinion. Most liked it but some
were vehemently opposed, as is always going to be the case if different types of
memorial marking are ever to be proposed. No-one was nasty about it, only
forceful, which given the tremendous depth of feeling Billy invokes in the female breast in particular (but not exclusively by any means) is perfectly understandable. It is a minefield and that is why the original (actually second
generation) photos, will, by 28th January have been replaced with ‘like for
like’; in order to please the bulk of the fans, Billy’s Mum and Billy’s Lisa. As a
key member of the other club said to us by email when we informed them of
our intentions, “It does not matter which club does it as long as it’s done (or
words to that effect)”. Barring vandalism that should be it for a good number
of years. I have it on good authority that the surround (which is slightly damaged) cannot be effectively repaired and will eventually need to be replaced.
The next stage eventually, will hopefully be the two clubs remedying that together. At the last showing just before we dispersed to the hall the plaque
dropped out of it’s holder and broke into half a dozen pieces as it struck the
marble. Some said it was a sign that Billy did not like the etching – truth is I
was clumsy in handling it and should have taped it in.
Down at the hall the event went well, with the usual friendly atmosphere and a
raffle with some nice prizes. There were some small auctions (thanks to all who
contributed to the raffle and brought raffle prizes and tickets), to raise money
for the International League for the Protection of Horses (ILPH) and it wasn’t
until the end of the announcements that I actually remembered that we were
celebrating our 10th Anniversary. So many familiar faces, too many to list here
but great to see you there for Billy, and of course your friends, because that is
what it really boils down to, the Billy fraternity linking friends old and new as
the years (so swiftly) pass by. Dan Heeney did a magic disappearing trick –
quite how he got his van to vanish as well as himself we have yet to work out
but joking aside we hope the call that took you away so swiftly Dan was not of
too serious a nature.
Not a person to let us down Bob Paskins (formerly of The New Tornados –
1975 of course) got his acoustic guitar out and was soon joined by Rob Dee
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for a selection of Billy’s numbers – thanks guys, always a pleasure and looked
forward to by so many. Apologies came via Clare from Danny Rivers and Emily
with other commitments on the day otherwise Danny would no doubt have
been up there as well but we had a trio after all – young Joey Fresco (aged 8)
joining Bob and Rob. Great to see such young fans carrying Billy’s memory, we
hope, into tomorrow. Also present with his folks who are big Billy fans was another young, but very dedicated fan, 14 year old Oliver Cheshire, who seemingly plays Billy’s music daily and watches Billy’s films regularly. Great stuff! I
took the opportunity to thank my present dedicated team for all of their hard
work and especially their loyalty, and also the former syndicate members for
what they had helped the SOF to achieve. I wonder what Mick Hill would have
thought of the events since his untimely loss. Regrettably Jean Prosser our
former treasurer for the first 6 plus years and magazine Editor for several years
could not be present. We were so sorry to hear of the loss of your Mum Jean.
Thanks Clare (Mehmet-Nugent) for your kind words. It really does mean a lot
and so few people take the time that when it happens it becomes even more appreciated. Please do make it down for the next Mill Hill because it’s on the date
that we lost Billy and, we
hope, John Allison of the
famous 60’s duo will play
and sing for us. Perhaps
some of the others will assist, who knows, but we
look forward to seeing as
many of you as possible
there to mark this occasion.
With promised 2007 CD
releases and the promise of
a new DVD on Odeon
(with whom we have been
working for some time
now) the Billy Fury Story
continues – and without
all of you out there that
come so regularly to Mill
Bob Paskins, Joey Fresco, Rob Dee and
Hill it would not be such a
George Wycherley
publicly remembered one.
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Hal Carter Family Christening
by Peter Davies
I have received an interesting photograph from Mal Cook taken at Hal
Carter’s son Warren’s christening. The date is thought to be around 1970. Mal
is on the left and behind him is Hal’s sister Pauline Burrows. Hal and his wife
Samantha are obviously in the centre and Billy and and his wife Judith are on
the right. One or two on the photograph are unknown but it is thought that
the gentleman on the left at the back is Jimmy Campbell who was according to
Mal, a protégé of Hal’s. Jimmy wrote some great songs, several of which Billy
recorded.
Mal Cook has worked in the music business management for a great number
of years and was a close friend of the late Hal Carter. He tells me that he has
now a publisher for his books of anecdotes. The first book will cover the period 1962–73 and the second covering 1974 to date. Apparently he has included many anecdotes on Billy but understandably he is not allowed to
release them for publication elsewhere, due to contractual rules.
The late Hal Carter was a great friend to Mal Cook for over 42 years and at
times they also worked together. Mal tells a little tale of when he had to go up
to Liverpool to pay a show, and he went up from London in a hire car. Hal
asked if he could come along so that he could visit his mum and sisters. On
the journey home driving along the old A5 near Cannock the drive-shaft on
the car went. They parked on the verge and after a couple of hours Mal decided to stroll to the top of the hill at the side of the car. On arriving at the top
he found manna from heaven – an all night garage, toilets, telephone and
transport café, everything for the travellers in need! They went to the garage
and handed in the car keys then ordered two full house breakfasts with mugs
of tea. Hal then noticed a dirty, old, rusty coach pull into the petrol pumps
and said that it must belong to a band as they only put two quids worth of
diesel in the tank! Eventually they all got home and later in the day Hal telephoned to say what a piece of luck it was when they broke down. Mal asked
how he had come to that conclusion. Hal said: ‘The band were called Red
River and I’ve done a deal with them to back Billy Fury.’ Only Hal Carter
could have done a deal under those circumstances!
Photograph and information courtesy of Mal Cook. Thanks Mal. Good luck
with the book. (Some of Mal’s anecdotes on Billy have of course already been
published in Magazine Number 24.)
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Left hand side: Mal Cook, Pauline Burrows, Jimmy Campbell
Front row: Samantha (Hal’s wife) with Warren, Hal Carter, Judith Wycherley (nee
Hall) and Billy
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Billy Fury Charity Weekend – Evesham. Friday Night
at the Railway Inn – 27th October 2006
by Chris Eley
Thanks to the generosity of our friends Cy and Irene Moy who have done, and
continue to do so much for good causes in Billy’s name and who invited us to
stay with them, we were able to attend this thoroughly enjoyable event and
have a great time. The event organizer was of course Pat Young for who even
the sobriquet Superfan seems inadequate. What a bundle of energy, commitment and warmth this lady is and after her recent tragic circumstances how
nice it was to see her able to throw herself into fund raising for Alder Hey
Children’s Hospital and the local Air Ambulance Appeal. Linda and I arrived
at the Railway Inn for the informal ‘Open Mike’ evening just as things were
getting under way. Rob Dee was in great voice, handling a wide variety of
material and in between his spots some folk got up to ‘perform’ (only Pete
from Southend could be described as a singer though!). Nice version of Halfway Pete – a difficult song. The atmosphere was friendly and we were made to
feel welcome, so
much so
that I decided to get
up and was
kindly
sponsored
for around
£30 for
butchering
DoYou really
Love Me Too
and I Will
Chris, Pat and Rob in fine tune
(luckily
with Rob still on-mike, helping me out). Rumour has it that next year those
present will sponsor me to the tune of £50 NOT to get up! Before that Pat
(being well sponsored) got up – don’t you sound uncannily like Helen Shapiro
Pat!! There was no pressure and the event was special in that some of Pat’s
family, who had not been together in one spot for about 6 years it seems, were
all there. It was a pleasure to meet so many nice people and of course also to
see the familiar faces of other nice friendly fans and friends from Mill Hill and
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other events over the years. Others got up to sing Elvis numbers and all in all
a tidy sum was realized. Cy spoke about getting up and I wish I had encouraged him more – next year mate! (Pat make a note!) There were some nice raffle prizes and we added a couple of CDs to the pile. Other than on CD I had
not heard Rob perform non-Billy numbers before and his repertoire was extensive. Swing, 60’s pop standards like Cradle of Love (Johnny Preston), country
rock, rockabilly, Elvis, some Billy and all of it good to listen to. A little like my
old mate Colin Paul, Rob can vary his voice to suit the artist and material. The
music on CD was also excellent and some numbers even had me scratching my
head – nice to hear my old friend Narvel Felts in there too. Rob dedicated his
version of the Del Shannon B-side The Answer to Everything to Linda from me
(it’s also a favourite of Rob’s wife Chris). The one blot on the evening was that
Clare (Mehmet-Nugent) who had travelled all that way laboriously by train(s),
along with Maddy Bourne and Maureen Bowden, was taken ill and had to remain in her hotel. Glad to hear you are fine now Clare. Because many people
carry on doing almost what they have always done, despite debilitating existing health conditions, some continual, others dependant upon various factors,
all of us take it for granted that such folk are ‘ok’ and will be able to carry on
regardless forever. Of course that is not true and we know what it costs in
physical terms, and mental strength too, for folk like Clare to keep on going, to
keep on attending and participating. Thanks Clare. For different reasons it has
taken Pat such courage to carry on doing what she does so well, so thanks Pat,
it’s a great selfless job that you do.
A great relaxed fun filled night, no edge, good causes, nice folk, good music
and entertainment, not much else you could ask for really. I must admit to enjoying the Friday night more than the Saturday, perhaps because some pressure was on me again on Saturday with the planned presentation and also
because as is usual with all larger venues the Billy fans are outnumbered by
the general music fans, and those just out to be entertained. Not so in the Railway Inn! There were locals in but the bulk of those present were Billy fans.

Saturday Night – Evesham Working Men’s Club.
Dusty Springfield and Billy Fury Tribute/Charity
Night. – ‘Return of the Legends’ – 28 October 2006
The place was packed and although we had arrived quite early we were all unable to sit together. No matter, we were all with some friends and settled down
to watch the first act, Tina Oberman from Essex as Dusty Springfield. Dusty
was one of the truly great voices of our time; a voice with light and shade and
at times great power. Emulating her was never going to be easy. Having only a
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backing track and bearing up against a wall of chatter from the audience Tina
struggled bravely to put her act across. It was a pleasant and competent enough
performance and she tried hard to engage the crowd, even delivering some Motown in an attempt to get things moving. Unlike Rob who followed her she did
not have the benefit of having a strong number of
the ‘Faithful’ in the audience, and not being able to
mix the material as much as Rob was later able to
was also a disadvantage. We enjoyed in particular
the more mid-tempo numbers such as Wishin’ and
Hopin’ and the other earlier career hits, which I
guess is pretty typical of our generation.
As I understand it, Rob had experienced problems
with the band and seemingly had to bring in some
musicians just for the night, and this may have
had an effect on the sound. The acoustics all night
were not as clear as they might have been but Rob
and the Fury Sound still delivered a highly enjoyable tribute to Billy nevertheless. The theme to Juke
Box Jury (Hit and Miss) was followed by Rob onstage in gold jacket. A Thousand Stars was followed
by Maybe Tomorrow, thoughtfully dedicated to the
memory of Pat’s late husband, Ted Young. Among
the tracks that followed was a nice Cross my Heart
and a version of Like I’ve Never Been Gone that
owed more to the excellent Chase Webster version
than Billy’s, or so it seemed to me, but it worked
well. King For Tonight featured the piano in place
Tina Oberman as Dusty
of guitar on the intro I think, different, but ok. A
standout as always was Wedding Bells which is a favourite of mine; all three versions by Billy are nice and Jerry Lee Lewis also really does it well. After the
break it was Telstar (sounding a bit like Telstar ’74) then Rob in the
‘Unforgettable’ outfit (white jacket) and a run of numbers which included Do
You Really Love Me Too (Fools Errand), nice Devil or Angel and Nothin’ Shakin’
(again it seemed with the piano as lead). The finale saw Rob, Pat and Chris emulating Billy and the lovely girls on the Unforgettable programme, with Jealousy, which saw Rob among the audience. Young Joey Fresco joined Rob on the
floor for In Thoughts of You which brought a shed load of applause – brave lad. I
had planned the SOF presentation to Rob (postponed from last year) at the end
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of the evening and got caught flat footed for a while when I was called forward
early. It was still a surprise and the look on
Rob’s face said it all – and
I did smile honestly! Long
over due mate – well deserved and keep up the
good work in promoting
Billy. The raffle had a
great number of nice
prizes – everyone on our
table won I think. We had
contributed a few items
and there was also an auction run by the majordomo for the evening. I
didn’t have a hope going
against Pat for the late
60’s picture of Billy! One
Rob and Chris
of our clocks (I only put together four in total which makes them quite collectable, nice black and white face and a 1962 shot of Billy) went for a respectable
sum, around £50, and all in all it went really well. I understand that around
£1200 was made to be split between
the two beneficiaries. Well done Pat,
that’s three years now of these
events I believe, no mean achievement.
The second part of Rob’s set was
great; rock ‘n’ roll rockabilly and
pop. Plenty of Carl Perkins I noticed
and for once I was able to stay on the
floor a little longer than the normal
two or three numbers which I can
normally manage only these days
and enjoy the music. Rob and the
band seemed more relaxed and I suspect the stand-ins felt more at home
with this material. It sounded good
Pat, Daniel and Chris
and the ‘Joint was rockin', going round and round’.
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Dan Heeney, DJ and Children’s Entertainer Extraordinaire complete with his
‘Mate’ (not literally I hope!), Malcolm the Monkey was present and we helped
to sponsor him doing a great version of Well I Ask You (Eden watch out!). It
was surprisingly authentic so perhaps you should try Forget me Not and House
to Let next Dan, make a set out of it! Dan also did an Adam Faith take off –
What Do You Want? Why has no-one yet put together an Adam and the Roulettes tribute band – it would be great. It would have to cover the early stuff as
well of course. I only heard the other day about Dan being on The Weakest
Link. It seems he wore his Billy medallion/badges and that Ann Robinson is a
Billy fan. She asked him (I am told) to sing a few bars of Halfway, which he apparently did! Quite how far he got on the show I don’t know. I meant to talk to
him about it. At the event also a card was circulated for folk to sign to be sent
to Rockin’ Bob Taylor and Sheila; we do hope things are looking better for you
and we are
all behind
you both at
this time of
trial. Rob
formally
thanked Pat
for all that
she had
done, and
quite rightly
to. The sequence of
events is a
little hazy
because I
stopped
Rob with Chris and Pat
taking notes. Mission accomplished, thanks to Pat and her wonderful supportive family (met another really nice and pleasant family member on the Saturday night who could not attend on the Friday) and her friends, Rob, Chris and
everyone else. Ken, Cecilia, Maddy, Mo, Cy, Irene, Linda and I and other SOF
members and fans present were glad to be a little part of it and to help in any
way we could. Once again, thanks Pat. I have no particular right to say so but I
believe Billy would approve very much of you and your fund raising for such
good causes in his name.
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Have Gravel Will Travel – The Tommy Bruce Story
by Dave Lodge
Review by Chris Eley
A few weeks ago, following my tribute to Tommy in the SOF magazine I got a
call from Dave Lodge, whom I knew from the Blue Plaque event in London
and subsequent calls since. Dave was gracious enough to thank me for the
tribute and he sent me a copy of his book in paperback, nicely inscribed. For
years, on the road with Tommy, Dave had been memorising the anecdotes
arising from Tommy’s sometimes colourful life in the business. To these recollections were added the events that occurred whilst they were both together,
and in parts this story is an indictment of some of the rip off merchants and
not so nice folk inevitably haunting the music business, mostly as booking
agents it seems. Dave’s self confessed blunders in his new career as Tommy’s
agent and other such events also give this book a nice humorous touch. Conversely, such shady individuals cropping up in the lives of Tommy and Dave
seem to have been, thankfully, outweighed by the good guys and the book is
full of would-be forwards from predominantly nice folk in the business, all
paying tribute to this unique, talented and lovable artist. Not having seen the
programme I was not aware of Tommy’s significant contribution to TV’s Stars
and Garters, and the run through of his achievements across the board is impressive. For readers of this magazine the references to Billy Fury will be of
most interest and without giving too much away, the most interesting is the
time during the early 60’s in Portsmouth when Tommy and Nelson Keene apparently saved Billy’s life. There are several other references to Billy and some
small photos. The sometimes lack of definite dates aside (perhaps understandable because hardly any performer can remember such things without a diary). I found this account to be just as I would have expected, given the special
relationship between Dave and Tommy. It has been written from the heart,
with deep affection and respect and if (and I really don’t believe there is) there
was anything really dark and murky in Tommy’s life, thankfully you won’t
find it here. I for one was grateful just to be able to read this sincere and thoroughly enjoyable book mostly because of the warmth coming off the pages.
Towards the end of the book and reading of the return of the awful illness we
all fear so much it makes for difficult reading, especially for those of us who
thought Tommy really had made it. Sycophantic, no, not as such because of
the friendship they enjoyed. Dave could never have written it in any other
way. It seems, and I hope Dave will understand where I am coming from,
quaintly 60’s in the way it is written and you know, that’s what helps to
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make it so endearing. Call Dave on 0161-6529321 for details or order online at
www.bestbooksonline.co.uk
ISBN 978-1-904502-92-0

© Mirabelle Magazine
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The Wanderers at the BAWA, Sunday September
3rd 2006
Review by Roy Davis – The Sound of Fury
I first encountered Pagan and Katy as a duo at the Eddie Cochran weekend
festival. I was so impressed with their performance that I wanted to see them
again, so when they were due to appear at the BAWA entertainment and social club Bristol, I immediately booked my ticket. This time it was the full
band of Wanderers. The building is very modern with the ballroom having a
huge dance floor and adequate stage. With the sound tuned to perfection,
rhythm guitarist Pagan led the Wanderers into their first number Let’s Get it
On, followed by Dig That Boogie. Next to come was Buddy Holly’s Rave On
which went down well and kept everybody rocking. Katy then took control of
the vocals with a great rockin’ version of I Knew the Bride. Pagan came back
with Hot Dog, then Katy again with Eddie Cochran’s Teenage Heaven. There
was great charisma and harmony between these two newly weds each sharing
the spotlight.
At this point the jivers gave way for the strollers to dance to Billy Boy, a slow
number delivered by Katy. The Carl Perkins classic Honey Don’t had double
bass player Mark Limb taking over the vocals followed by Katy giving a terrific version of Jackie De Shannon’s Buddy. She puts so much feeling into her
songs you can’t help but sit up and take notice.
More rockabilly, this time lead guitarist Warren Earl taking over vocals on
Man She’s a Rocker. Great guitar work from Warren throughout the whole
evening supported by John Lashenko on drums. Next up was If I Had Me a
Woman, a new number in their repertoire performed by Pagan and then You
Ain’t Nothing But Fine which closed the set.
Set two started with Matchbox, Eenie Meenie Miney Mo and the Country flavoured Crazy Little Rocker. Included in this second half was Roy Orbison’s
Ooby Dooby, Bill Haley’s Rock This Joint, and Johnny Burnette’s Tear it Up, all
sung with great enthusiasm by Pagan and Katy. There are just too many songs
to mention for this article, but believe me they were all delivered in the Wanderers unique style.
The show finished with Pagan on double bass and Katy on guitar both on
their knees rockin’n’rollin’ to the great Elvis number Mystery Train. They are
not just a rockabilly band, they have the talent and enthusiasm to try all kinds
of music and talking to Katy she tells me she loves the music of country singer
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Carlene Carter, and Brenda Lee. It was a very moving and enjoyable evening
of entertainment, so please go see them next time they are in your area, you
won’t be disappointed. Other numbers from their extensive repertoire include: Ah Poor Little Baby (Billy ‘Crash’ Craddock and Adam Faith), Jeanie,
Jeanie, Jeanie (Cochran), The Way I Walk (Jack Scott, Robert Gordon) and so
many others from the 50’s/60’s.
(See CD review elsewhere in the mag – Ed.)
The Wanderers are Pagan and Katy Gould (any relation to Colin?) (both on
vocals with Pagan on Guitar). John Laschenko (Drums), Mark Limb (Double
Bass) and Warren Earl (Lead Guitar) from Australia. John and
Mark also play in another 50s/60s
band, The Thundertones, which,
is also reputedly a fine band.
The contact for obtaining any of
the bands current four CDs (two
rock ‘n’ roll/rockabilly and two
Country Rock) is via 01902
733731. Please call for cost and
availability. All CDs are recommended, being highly enjoyable.
Please note that only one Billy
number is featured, as per CD review. They often use a large Billy pic (as
you can see) as part of their backdrop, and are fans of Billy’s – hence their
inclusion in this magazine.
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Chris’s CD Corner
The Billy Fury Rarities Vol. 7
This is not really a rarities collection because 18 of the 19 tracks on this latest
volume are already available on either OZIT releases, or the Radio Luxembourg Sessions double CD on the Castle Communications label. Track 19 is, I
think a 1982 BBC Radio Interview with the interviewer cut out. It doesn’t
make too much sense although of course it’s always nice to hear Billy talking
about his life. No liner notes (as usual) so no track provenance. The booklet
features a Daily Mirror cutting from the time Billy was knocked out by girl
fans, Billy and Vince Eager at the gaming machines, Billy with fans and swinging on a chain in 1962! Another photo shows him live with the Tornados, plus
a clipping about Anselmo. The shot of Billy on his horse in 1982 says ‘Image
taken from a Christmas Card from Billy’! Actually it was a Christmas Card
from yours truly sent out to a few then friends many years ago! I do have an
Xmas Card from Tony Read and Billy from 1982 and this picture certainly was
not on it! The front cover is a nice colourised shot – dreamy Billy as so beloved
by the female faithful. Footnote: Peggy Sue is on here again and I still don’t
think it’s Billy at all. Available from OZIT 01565 734 196 or BIM BAM Records
023 8060 0329.
Billy Fury at the BBC. Double CD Decca 9841393
Just for new members who may have missed the full article and pre-release
review in the last magazine, you should know the above terrific CD is now
available. 41 brilliant recordings from 1959–1970 in fine sound. An adequate
booklet with informative and interesting notes by Spencer Leigh. Decca have
found and used the original photo masters but I feel they would have been
better to produce a genuine b/w booklet, rather than a grey/blue hue. Available from Sound of Fury while stocks last at £11.50 inc p&p. Cheques or P.O.
only please made out to The Sound of Fury.
The Eagles – The Complete Greatest Hits. Warner Music double CD 8122–
73731-2
In interview on my (flawed) Radio Tees Tribute to Billy in 1986 Marty Wilde
expanded at some length about how Billy had foreseen the coming of the Eagles – saying how big they were going to be. He was right of course and they
are one of the biggest bands in the world.
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This is a kind of Anthology of 33 tracks, most of which will be familiar to anyone who has not been hibernating during the 70’s. Take it Easy, the haunting
favourite Lyin’ Eyes, Hotel California, the lovely Peaceful, Easy Feeling and
many other mighty enjoyable tracks adorn this collection.
The Ultimate Collection – Freddie and the Dreamers EMI Gold Budget
Double CD 0846-3 55426 2-2
64 tracks encompassing the whole career of this enjoyable 60’s ‘Beat’ band.
Although a little lightweight in the Beat department in comparison to some
from that era, this is an enjoyable set. Most will remember Freddie’s enjoyable hit cover of James Ray’s great (and superior original) version of If You
Gotta Make a Fool of Somebody. There is a lovely cover of the Jack Scott track,
Thou Shalt Not Steal. What is not here unfortunately is his lovely soulful version of Billy’s Somebody Else’s Girl. Send a Letter to Me is nice, and Come Back
When You’re Ready. Some nice, plaintive slices of 60’s Britpop reside here. A
pretty good memorial really.
The Wanderers – Coming on Strong
This CD came my way from a good friend and real Billy fan from Bath.
18 tracks from this rocking male and female duo. The opening track – Coming
on Strong (not the Brenda Lee track unfortunately), is pure Stray Cats. Johnny
Kidd’s Please Don’t Touch is quite well handled and for Billy fans track 3 is of
interest – Wondrous Place. A really nice version with a vocal based on the original yet with more power and a more ‘upfront’ backing. Very effective and
enjoyable – a good tribute.
Marie, Marie, Pretend and a rocking instrumental, Pipeline and Rick Nelson’s
Waiting in School plus others help make up this CD. Well worth having.
Others are available – see Wanderers gig review. To order call 01902 733731.
Dayna Kurtz – Beautiful Yesterday. Munich Records MRCD 254 (2004)
The only reason for a CD by this artist and of this jazz/folk genre to feature in
this magazine is the inclusion of I Belong To The Wind, featured here on track
2. I know there are many completists out there who, just like me, want to
have every available version of just about every number done by Billy. This
lady has a powerful and unique voice, and although no actual comparison
can be made with anyone I know, certainly reminds me of Buffy Saint-Marie
(whose music I have loved since around 1971). Without listening quite intently you might not realise that this was the same hauntingly beautiful
number popularised by Billy on the reverse of I’ll Never Quite Get Over You
and reprised so well on Saturday Club with the Gamblers.
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Initially acoustic there are strings but the treatment is substantially different. It
still works in its own way and is well worth a listen, although in truth it cannot compare to Billy’s treatment,
perhaps partly because for me it has
always been a personal favourite. I
doubt that this continental performer has ever heard the Billy version but it would be nice if she had,
and even nicer if she liked it. I had
to play this album a few times to get
into it and Dayna’s voice and this
melange of jazz/folk is a very acquired taste. I have to admit to liking some of the tracks, including her
rendition of Billy’s number, so you
could say I have now acquired such
a taste for Dayna; or at least for playing the album during my more reflective
moods. Perhaps there is an original version of the number out there somewhere.
John Leyton – Look For A Star. Western Star Sessions Vol1.LRROO1
This is a landmark album for John, his legion of fans and for lovers of early
60’s music in the bringing out of this, his first album since the early 60’s. This
is not, as might be expected, an attempt to do an Orbison, Del Shannon, Dion
etc contemporary job; more a straight (and very successful) attempt to recreate
the sound of yesteryear. A fine job has been done in recreating the sounds of
the Joe Meek years and this CD can rest quite comfortably next to the original
recordings in your collection.
14 tracks ranging from recuts of John’s old numbers, (Son This is She and You
Took My Love For Granted are nice versions), some rock’n’roll such as Sweet Little 16 and I Don’t Care If The Sun Don’t Shine (both competent), and other numbers not normally associated with John, make for a really enjoyable album.
Standouts for me: Country Boy (the old Heinz number), Can’t You Hear My
Heart (Danny Rivers has the edge still but a fine version here), and the lovely
typically early 60’s ditty Time Will Tell. I also like Forbidden Love, a new
number with a lyric about a man looking back on the love of his life from forty
years before. This album is well handled, thoroughly enjoyable, and a dose of
pure nostalgia and there’s nothing wrong with that. I had the pleasure of
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meeting John and some nice folk from his fan club in Chichester during the
launch of his world cup single during
the summer. His fans were Jackie
Caine, Tony Clapsome and another
pleasant lady whose name regrettably I
cannot remember, all present for the
signing in HMV. John is, as I said in the
dedication in the booklet of the excellent Peter Williams tribute CD, a true
English gent (and also someone with
quite a lot still to give, as evinced by
this release.)

Rarity Corner
Halfway to Paradise by Crystal Mountain, 1973 Decca 45 F13447. Backed
with The Girl Who Came to Stay
Different to say the least – an extremely high-voiced male lead vocal set
against a Spector type backing. The Ronettes would have been better but it’s a
good performance and grows on the listener. The flip is pleasant enough, in a
similar vein but not so high pitched. Worth picking up if you see it.
It’s Only Make Believe Jerry Naylor. Tower 45
A very fine version from this member of the Crickets. Based on the original,
soulful and well handled – you need this version. A totally different ending to
the version we know. Billy has the edge, of course.
This Diamond Ring Leroy Van Dyke
One of the most memorable voices in pop history (Walk on By), cut this version
after the Country and Pop success of the 60s. Not as heavy or dramatic as
Billy’s (surely the finest ever version), but a highly enjoyable and well handled
cut. Well worth seeking out if you can track down the original album.
Halfway to Paradise The Fortunes. From an Import CD. No details known.
A ‘Heavy’ version, plenty of backbeat and ‘Shu Bops’. A lot of background vocal work. No recording date, presumably 1970s. Wonder if Billy ever heard
this one? Actually quite enjoyable. Still haven’t heard a version which approaches the ‘Fury magic’. Tony Orlando still has the next best version. There
is a new Tony Orlando CD compilation out now on Ace Records – to be reviewed in next magazine.
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John Kingstree
by Maureen Bowden
I was very sorry to hear that life-long Billy fan John Kingstree died recently. He
had been in poor health for some time but his death has come as a great shock. He
was devoted to Billy. He spoke to him on radio in January 1983. It was Billy’s last
broadcast and the tape of the show was one of John’s greatest treasures. When Joe
Boyle asked me for help in clarifying the lyrics of all the songs he wanted to include in his stage show ‘The Sound of Fury’, I chickened out and sub-contracted
the task to John. He spent a whole weekend writing out every song by hand.
That’s devotion! The participants of the Blackpool Weekends may remember him
for his assortment of snazzy outfits which he would change about every hour. He
liked to show off his wardrobe. John was a real character and a very sincere, gentle man. He’ll be greatly missed. (Thanks to Veronica West for telling me the
news.)

John Kingstree
by Chris Eley
In 1982 Billy guested on radio and listeners were invited to phone in and request
their favourite numbers. John was one of those and the recording shows how absolutely overwhelmed he was by getting to actually speak to his hero. He was so
all at sea that a number was chosen for him because he just couldn’t decide which
one he wanted. Spoiled for choice of course, as we would all be. In 1992 I met John
for the first time at the Carousel Hotel Billy Tribute Weekend. He looked pretty
cool, with his perfect quiff and white leather jacket. Linda recalls that he would
change jackets throughout the evening – taking a leaf out of the Eden Kane book
(sartorial elegance). John helped tremendously with the Liverpool Stage Play,
Halfway to Paradise, and he really believed that it would help to finally break
Billy over in the USA. A devoted fan who would travel from Scotland to Mill Hill,
I never heard him talk ill of anyone. I last spoke to him shortly after he moved
down from Scotland. We shall all miss him, surely one of the most devoted of
Billy Fury fans. RIP John.

Steph Davies – wife of Martin Davies of the Persuaders
It is with great sadness that we have to tell you of the death of Steph Davies on
11 September 2006. She was tragically killed while on duty as a school crossing
patrol lady. Martin was the bass guitarist with Colin Paul and the Persuaders but
has decided to leave the band to take care of his two young children. Our
thoughts and prayers go out to them and to all Steph’s family. Martin will be
greatly missed in the band.
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WE TAKE A LOOK AT THE FURY CHRISTMAS
LIST
WHEN we asked BILLY FURY (between performances) of the new, exciting ‘Rock and
Trad’ Show) how he planned to spend Christmas, that teenage rock-and roll sizzler told us
that he hoped to spend it with Mum and Dad
and the family. Being a great home bird and
not having spent the holiday at home since
he’s been ‘in the business’ Billy thinks that a
family Christmas would be the best possible
way of celebrating. There’s a long Christmas
present list for Billy to get through before
then, and as quite a few items on it are records, we asked Billy to tell us what
LPs he had picked. For the whole family, he told us—Perry Como’s Music Hall
(CDN 142) because the family, Mum and Dad particularly, enjoyed the Perry
Como television shows so much, and like to be reminded of the sort of songs
that were top of the hit
parade ten and twenty
years ago. They are all to
be found on this disc:
When You’re Smiling,
Door of Dreams, Roses of
Picardy . . . songs that are
still favourites and
which Perry sings with
that lazy immaculateness
that is so beautifully to
his personality. Elvis
Christmas Album (RD27052) is another LP
Billy’s picked for the
family, not only because
Elvis sings a wonderful
selection of Christmas
songs of all kinds,
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ranging from O Little Town of Bethlehem to Santa Bring My Baby Back, but also
because Billy himself is one of Elvis’s greatest fans—and don’t we all sometimes give presents we really would like ourselves? As for the girl-friend,
nineteen-year-old Billy hasn’t got himself a steady just yet, but if he had he
says he would choose that dreamy Frank Chacksfield LP Ebb Tide (ACL 1043),
which has such aptly soft and romantic numbers as Smoke Gets in Your Eyes,
Autumn Leaves, and Deep Purple.
Billy’s younger brother Albert is a great rhythm and blues fan, and so Billy has
chosen an LP for him as a Christmas present too. It’s the Ray Charles Yes Indeed (HA-E 2168), and with one of the greatest of all blues singers performing
such numbers as It’s All Right, Talking ‘Bout You and Swanee River Rock Billy
thinks it’ll be just the job. Now for Billy himself. If someone were to give Billy
the choice of an LP for Christmas what would he choose and why? Bean Bags
(LTZK 15196 and SAHK 6095)—featuring that great vibes player Milt Jackson
and the tenor saxophonist to beat all tenor-saxists, Coleman Hawkins—would
be his choice. Why? “Because I ‘dig’ Coleman Hawkins” came back Billy’s reply quickly and to the point.
As you can see from these photographs, Billy’s been sending ‘em (and himself
it seems!) far and wide, all over the country in Larry Parnes new ‘Rock and
Trad Show, and you can also see that the gold lamé suit is still his favourite!
Billy’s newest LP: Billy Fury (ACL 1047) has been released on Ace of Clubs,
which means that his fans will be able to hear ten great Fury numbers
(including Maybe Tomorrow and Collette) for nearly half the price of an ordinary LP—and that, says Billy, is his Christmas present to you!
Record Magazine – 1960

Trolley Tokens
Harry Whitehouse has had another brilliant idea – a trolley token with Billy’s
silhouette on one side which fits into a key ring to save searching for that elusive pound coin when supermarket shopping! They will also fit into a locker
at the gym.
Cost £2 from Harry Whitehouse, 48 Queen Street, Balderton,
Newark NG24 3NS.
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Billy Fury – Rare and Now Released!
by Chris Eley
Dreaming – Five Lost Gems, a www.billyfury.com CD release was advertised
in the last magazine. I should have said in the advert, two alternative takes,
not one, but these things happen, sorry Harry! Fans everywhere owe an immense debt of gratitude to Harry Whitehouse for releasing these highly interesting and indeed, essential tracks as opposed to just an internet streaming
release which is nice, but nothing like as valid as the CD medium, available to
all. Perhaps one day the tracks will end up nestling alongside their recorded
bedfellows on a Decca compilation, but at present that is unlikely. I urge anyone who has not yet purchased this special CD to get a copy; without it your
Billy Fury collection is criminally incomplete.
So what we do
have here. I
Must Be Dreaming is the gem of
the bunch and
one of the most
beautiful ballad
performances
ever recorded by
Billy, almost
heartbreakingly
soulful. Recorded on
18/11/64 with
matrix number
DR 35698 it
probably was,
despite my earlier assertions,
intended for Billy’s second film, I’ve Gotta Horse.
Spencer Leigh seems to have obtained information that it was to be a duet with
Amanda Barrie, in the film, but was dropped when filming over ran. Also according to an interview between Spencer and lyricist Alan Taylor, Alan and
David Heneker wrote the song for inclusion in the film. Although somewhat
short, as recorded, clocking in around 1 min 50, it has hit written all over it.
Certainly if recorded and released in 1962/63 it would have been a major
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smash and may still have scored Top 20 during early 1965 (which would have
been it’s issue date) despite the presence of the Beat era. A further possible indication of intention for 45 release is of course the fact that it was featured by
Billy and the Gamblers live on-air (check out the excellent Billy Fury at the BBC
CD). We now have three versions to enjoy, the other ‘live’ one being found on
the Without You CD, also from www.billyfury.com
The second track featured is a substantially different version of one of Billy’s
finest ever performances and most revered hits (and his Mum’s favourite), In
Thoughts of You. The piano intro immediately gives the game away and the
middle break is also different. The vocal is fine and this version, although not
as polished and competent as the hit single, would still have warranted a chart
placing. A charming recording. Great to hear it. With matrix number DR 35697,
and recorded at the same session as the above-mentioned track, it was never
used. Billy is in so much better voice during this session than back in August
when the Find Your Dream, Won’t Somebody Tell Me Why and others for the film
were recorded. Also recorded on this date was a host of great tracks, including
his finest ever performance, I’m Lost Without You, This Diamond Ring, You Better
Believe it Baby, Stand By Me, the issued In Thoughts Of You, Away From You (no
record of the already released stereo/alternative take exists), and the sublime,
Run To My Lovin’ Arms.
Some of the other film tracks were also cut and the unreleased (and still missing), Like A Child, My Friend
and How Can You Tell.
Track 3 is a very different
take of the Conway Twitty
classic, It’s Only Make Believe.
Billy featured this so often
throughout the 70’s in concert
that surely it must have been
one he enjoyed, even if he
disparaged it, comparing it at
least on one live recording
unfavourably with the original and the Glen Campbell
version. It seems obvious
here that Billy is trying to get
to grips with the song. The
backing is punchier and more
New Zealand copy
reminiscent of the Twitty
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original, being not as smooth as the impeccable hit single version. Here Billy
has to sing against the backing, as opposed to with it. The vocal is substantially different from the one we know and this, coupled with the different
backing makes it sound almost like a new number. I love it and must say a
special thanks to Johnny Storme (John Hetherington) for sharing this gem
with us. Of course there may have been a few work-ups (unrecorded) but
somehow I think not. Hal Carter used to say that often Billy was a one-take
man, so perhaps he nailed this one in two. He may have achieved it in one
and here is why, and it poses a problem or two in the reasoning. The released
take, DR 33387, was recorded on 29/05/64 and this remake, DR 33558 later on,
on 21/06/64. Should we conclude therefore that the polished hit version we
know was a one-off, spot on recording and that what we have here on this CD
is the unsuccessful attempt made later to beef it up, and better it. All reason
and the matrix numbers would seem to have it the other way around. No
other attempts are listed. Perhaps the information sheets are wrong. Apart
from Les Reed as musical director on Run To My Lovin’Arms all tracks are directed by Mike Leander.
The real surprise
here is a song that
affects me hugely
every time I play it.
Somehow My Life,
written by Tony Damond (Tait) hits my
heart like a hammer
and evokes lost
dreams and deep
emotions. This performance could
surely stir a stone
idol. The voice from
someone so relatively
unknown (except to
Billy fans) is strong
and soulful, highly
charged with emotion and when coupled with the self-penned lyrics is just so
powerful and striking. There was obviously so much more to this man than
being a member of one of Billy’s finest backing bands. The tracks released by
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this excellent band range from enjoyable to excellent yet none (that I know of)
feature a vocal approaching anything like this, good though many are. A stunning performance and one, which should have been fully orchestrated and
released, beyond doubt. How much I regret not having the foresight to interview
Tony; not just an accomplished musician but songwriter and fine singer. I have
no recording details.
Track 5 I have reviewed before following its escape on another label. It’s worth a
mention again though because it really is an excellent version of the old Charlie
Rich/Jerry Lee Lewis/Ray Smith number, Break Up. The backing is strong, and
although I never did like the organ very much it was all they had at the time
(upright pianos were notorious to keep in tune on stage) and as such is fine. The
vocal is great and why this was never released is way beyond me. A BF and the
Gamblers LP or even Vol 2 EP was crying out for release. A CD of all of the recordings, including those of the Gamblers is also long overdue. It has been suggested to Decca. It was a DECCA recording, matrix number DR 32640 cut on
28/01/64, the same session that produced the still ‘missing’ Love Don’t Let Me
Down. Perhaps there was only the instrumental track however, which exists. MD
was Mike Leander.
The final track on here is one of my least favoured but is a great hit with so many
fans, Nobody’s Child. Leaving this off the Anthology has resulted in some ear ache
coming my way over the years. This is unusual in that it is a binaural stereo
copy, Billy in left speaker and backing from the right. What this well remastered version does is to allow the full timbre of Billy’ voice to come across so well
it is as though he were with you, or you were with him at the studio. It came
from the personal collection of Larry Parnes, to a good friend of mine and presumably (I have not yet asked him) thence to billyfury.com. There is only one
record of recording, DR 30385 on 11/01/63 and as the vocal sounds the same to
me it was almost certainly one-take in two formats.
The booklet cover features the colourised shot from a 1959 issue of Picturegoer,
with a small superimposed shot of Tony Damond and the inevitable collar gripping 1960 shot so beloved by Harry on the rear cover (again with the shot of
Tony). Those persons sending in payment up front sponsored the release and all
get a mention in the booklet. Money received for this CD is being donated, without deductions, to the Heart Fund at Alder Hey Children’s Hospital. A really essential release, produced in support of where Billy received treatment as a youth,
and at only £9, in total a real snip. With special thanks to Harry Whitehouse.
To Order please send a cheque/PO for £9 incl p&p to Harry Whitehouse
48 Queen Street, Balderton, Newark, Notts NG24 3NS
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Billy’s a Record Producer!
The Trends gathered round a recording studio microphone. They chatted
animatedly—but the chat was just to hide the nerves. Making a new disc IS a
strain . . . and they looked for a grin of encouragement from their record manager.
They got just that! A very wellknown grin and a thumbs up signal of enthusiasm. The man in the
control room knew only too well
the worries of making records. For
he was . . . BILLY FURY!
I talked to Bill about this new
phase of his career. As ever, he refused to boost his own part in the
proceedings. Hands sunk in his
pockets, shoulders hunched, he
grinned, kicking idly at an imaginary pebble on the polished floor.
NEW COMPANY
“Well we formed this new company—Billtone Records. That’s so we can put out
any talent we find—and make the records. My manager, Larry Parnes, heard of
the Trends and watched them work at Brad’s in the West End.
“Through the company, we put out their first disc ‘All My Lovin’ on Pye—but
Alan Caddy took the session. I honestly thought it was the wrong song . . . but
still! Anyway, we found this new one, ‘Wonderful One’, got Johnny Spence to do
the arrangement.
“And here I am. Sitting the other side of the microphone for once. . .”
But Billy rushed in to say that he was really an assistant recording manager on
the session, because the experienced and brilliant Tony Hatch “sort of has the
final say on it all”.
TECHNICAL
Said Billy: “It was a great kick. I sort of put in suggestions, like changing the balance, or bringing up the bass more strongly—that sort of thing. But I got a bit lost
on some of the technical terms so generally I just kind of kept quiet.
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“Sure I’m interested in the recording side. You feel great when you really get a
PERFORMANCE from somebody else. It’s the sort of job that I’m picking up as I
go along.
“In fact, let’s be fair—I’m no expert. It’s just that I like PLAYING AT being a recording manager. Makes me feel good—and I can tell all my mates about it!”
Does this mean that Billy is actually looking for new talent now that he has his
own company? “Well I’m not really going out looking for it,” he said. “I mean
I’m not a talent scout or anything like that. If anybody sends in tapes . . . well,
that’s different. But I’m not rushing off round the clubs and pubs and so on trying
to find anybody. Maybe in a few years I will become a talent-spotter. I think I’d
like it.

.

Billy Fury with his group the Trends. The boys have just recorded “You’re A Wonderful
One”, under Billy’s supervision for Pye. The song is a big hit in the States for R & B star
Marvin Gaye who records for Stateside here.
STRONGLY
“Have you heard my own backing group—the Gamblers? I think they’re great.
Every time we work, we seem to click more strongly. Now there’s one group I’d
like to record, but the trouble was they were already under contract to Decca. But
they’ve got a fabulous sound and it’s a knock-out to see their own single going so
well.”
My own view is that it (probably I Will – Ed.) is one of the best singles from Bill in
a long time. And the more I hear of him, the more convinced I am that he shows
consistent improvement. The early uncontrolled “fury” has been disciplined.
And I’ll also be watching to see how the Trends make out with “Wonderful One”.
William Fury, Esq., recording manager, walked thoughtfully away. He had matters of sound balance, or amplification, on his mind.
© RECORD MIRROR, Week ending May 2, 1964
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Sunnyside 2007
Sunnyside Inn, Boughton Green Rd, Northampton, NN2 7AG

The third annual reunion at the venue where Billy made his
final public performance, will be held on Saturday March 17,
2007.
2.30 p.m. till late

Hours of great music in a venue full of friends
Memorabilia etc.
As usual, all profits will be donated to the official charity of billyfury.com,
the heart fund at Alder Hey Children's Hospital, Liverpool.
Admission is by badge £10 each including p&p. To order, please send a
cheque payable to Harry Whitehouse, 48 Queen Street, Balderton, Newark,
NG24 3NS.
Artists appearing
Rob Dee and the Fury Sound
(and in alphabetical order)
David Broadley
Laura and Emily Buckley
Russ Dee
Magic Daniel Heeney (MC)
Geoff Howlett
Dave Jay
Dave Michael
Jet Scream
Roger Sea
Nigel Southway
Johnny Storme
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Billy Fury Tribute Night Concerts
Gig Guide
2007
January
26
Colin Paul & The Persuaders

Teversal Grange, Sutton
in Ashfield
27
KRYS – Tribute to Billy
Festival Inn, Trowell
Notts, 01785 228292
28
Halfway to Paradise – The Billy Fury Story Nottingham Royal
Concert Hall 0115 989 5555
February
1
Halfway to Paradise – The Billy Fury Story Epsom Playhouse
01372 742555
3
Colin Paul & The Persuaders
Festival Hall,
Kirkby in Ashfield
8
Halfway to Paradise – The Billy Fury Story Tamworth Assembly Rooms
01827 709618
10
Halfway to Paradise – The Billy Fury Story Wylotts Centre, Potters Bar
01707 645 005
16
Halfway to Paradise – The Billy Fury Story The Regent Theatre, Ipswich
01473 433 100
16–18 Billy Fury Tribute Weekend
Metropole Hotel, Blackpool
01253 722300
23
Halfway to Paradise – The Billy Fury Story Royal & Derngate Theatres,
Northampton 01604 624811
March
8
Halfway to Paradise – The Billy Fury Story The Victoria Theatre
Halifax 01422 351158
10
Halfway to Paradise – The Billy Fury Story The Brentwood Centre
01277 262616
11
Halfway to Paradise – The Billy Fury Story Gala Theatre & Cinema
Durham 0191 332 4041
11
Colin Paul & The Persuaders
Durrant House Hotel
Bideford, Devon
15
Halfway to Paradise – The Billy Fury Story Civic Theatre, Rotherham
01709 823640
16
Halfway to Paradise – The Billy Fury Story The Pavilion Theatre,
Bournemouth 0870 111 3000
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17

Halfway to Paradise – The Billy Fury Story

17

23

3rd Annual Billy Fury Tribute Night
2.30 pm till late
(See advert on p. 32)
Colin Paul & The Persuaders
Part of Yesterday Once More 60’s Weekend
Halfway to Paradise – The Billy Fury Story
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Colin Paul & The Persuaders

28

Halfway to Paradise – The Billy Fury Story

29

Halfway to Paradise – The Billy Fury Story
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Dudley Concert Hall
01384 815577
Sunnyside Inn, Boughton
Green Rd, Northampton
0794 1219207
Pontins Brean Sands
Somerset, 01934 863327
The Place (Oakengates
Theatre) Telford 01952
619020
Ladybridge Park,
Cheadle Hulme
Festival Theatre, Edinburgh
0131 529 6000
Rothes Halls, Glenrothes
Fife, 01592 612220

Dates for Mill Hill 2007
Sunday 28 January
Billy’s Anniversary
1 pm at the grave with the usual get-together at the Church Hall,
Salcombe Gardens afterwards
Regrettably we have been unable to organise a service as we had hoped.
Sunday 15 April
Sunday 14 October

And Finally
Although technically our 10th Anniversary dates from October 1996 our next magazine due in March will be Number 30, and at 3 magazines per year will be our
tenth anniversary magazine. If any of you have any memories, comments, photos
or would like to write an article about the Fan Club from your point of view over
the past ten years please do get in touch with us by January at the latest so as we
can make it a bumper edition to mark the occasion. This is your fan club helping
to keep Billy’s name alive in the 21st Century.
Please don’t forget that many of you will be due to pay your Fan Club renewal
(£10 for single, £12 for joint and overseas membership) on 28th January.
Finally everyone in the Team would like to wish you all a Happy and Peaceful
Christmas and Good Luck and Good Health for 2007. Many thanks for your help
and support during 2006. Without it of course, all of our efforts would amount to
nothing!
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Gone fishin’ – 1963 – Record Magazine
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